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lie ccmputer program calculates the supersonic flew ever
a cere ii air or water. The irain objective is to calculate
the ccce semi-vertex ancle given prescribed initial cendi-
tions. Ihe program is written in structured FCHTiiAN and
inplenents Buseiann's graphical integraticn technique.
Supersonic flow over a cone in water is useful as a good
first appi cximation tc the motion of the aetai jet frcm an
explosive shaped-chaice fired underwater.
A tvpical result for supersonic flow over a ccne in
water is as folios: given an upstream temperature, 223.16
Kelvir; upstream pressure, 1 far; shock angle, 20.0 degrees;
and pressure behind the shock front, 5 kiiotars, the ccne
semi-vertex angle is calculated to be 7.23 degrees.
Generally, pressures invcived in water flow are much
larger than for air flow, and the cone semi-vertex angles
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IN1ECE0CTIOH
A, EISCIII1I0H C? 1EI EfiOBIEtt
The solution of the hydrcdynamic equations describing
supersonic flow ever a cone in air has teen well known since
the 1S30's. Until recently, the problem of descritirc the
flow ever a cone in water has been limited to solutions of
the subsonic case. Erimarily, calculations were United to
subsonic flew because researchers believed that supersonic
flow in water was not feasible for normal vessels {such as a
ship). Fcr ordinary vessels in water, it is certainly true
that supersonic flow past that vessel is highly imprciab le.
However, the motion of the metal jet from an explosive
shap
e
d-ctar ce fired underwater is supersonic.
Ibis thesis presents a computer program which calculates
the hydrcdy ramie flew past a cone in either water ci air
under supersonic conditions. The program utilizes the
methods developed by previous researchers fcr calculating
the supersonic flow in air and which nave been suitably
modified to describe the conditions in the water. Such
irodif icatiens include utilizing the modified lait eguaticn,
which is the "thermal" cr "thermodynamic" equation or state
for water, to describe the -hysica.1 state of the water
rather thar the perfect gas lay used for air.
Id actuality, the cone liter in the jet from at explo-
sive shaped-charge is blunt-nosed rather than conical.
However, solution ci the conical case is a preliminary
requirement to solution of the actual blunt-nosed prchlem.
The solution to the conical flow case will serve as an
excellent test ^rograi for the solution to the blurt-r.csed
problem. This thesis presents a solution to the conical
Cdic di. C 1 I 15 u O ^ t C Cil3.t Cut - 1 J I d j it' ill d£;l£ t C^l<c
contiruirg research into the problems of utilizing explosive
snap
e
c-ciar ges ir ar underwater environment.
E. ailECDCICGY
lie computer program presented in this work was origi-
nally developed in the BASIC computer language usirg a
Hewlett-Packard HP-6"/ computer. That program is the rasis
for this thesis- It was desired to translate the prcgram
into a higher- order computer language for executicn en a
large, mainframe cemputer system- This translation was
desired in crder to make the prcgram more readily accessible
to a wider body of researchers and ir order to speed the
execution time of the prcgram. In this thesis, the
icilcwing gcals have teen accomplished:
• Successfully trarslate the program frcm BASIC into a
higier-crder lancuage. This goal was met by utilizing
PCflfAN as the high-level language of choice. T*hile
ICETJAN has aany drawbacks as a high-order language, it
is still widely used in the scientific community.
ICETEAN was used, therefore, so that the program will he
useful to as wide an area cf researchers as pessihie.
• Iclicw modern prcgramming practices in the design and
i up lemerta ti en oi the program. As before, the choice cf
PCPTIAN as the high-level language maxes this goal some-
what mere difficult. However, many computer scientists
have demonstrated that structured programming practices
can he achieved using PCBlfiAN- To the largest extent
pcssitle structured programming practices have been
u tilize d.
• Iresent a "user-friendly", well-documented program. In
this regard, literal use of comments occur in the
Lozzai icselx, neaningiui van an is names are use a, ana
€tailec flowcharts *'hich demonstrate the logic
ficciai are included. In additi
interaction witi the user, the
verified befcre tie prograa executes







The first ste: necessary tc describe supersonic flow-
ever a cone is to calculate the thermodynamic properties
across a shock wave. The basic research into the chance of
ther medyranic properties across a shock wave in water was
extensively conducted and reported upon in Uncjer water
Explcsicr Re sea rch [Eef. 1] during and just after Kcrld 5iar
II. Ice test summarization of tnese works can be fcurd in
Cole [Eef- 2],
The primary source used as reference for the calculation
cf tie t jdr cdyna lie properties of sea water at the frcr.t of
a sheck wave is the wcrk of Richardson, Arons, and Kalverson
[Eef. 3 j- Ihey utilized graphical techniques, which were
rather crude and tedicus, tc calculate the ther medy raarc
data needed tc describe the conditions of the sea water.
Euhs [Eef. 4] used tie work cf fiichardson, et_ai-_, [Eef- 3],
to develop a computer program for the HP41CV hand-held
calculatcr which efficiently calculated the same theiiccy-
ramic properties. Euhs' [Eef. 4] programs provided the
lasis for the FORTRAN subroutines, used in this work, which
calculate the same thermodynamic properties such as pres-
sure, temperat ur e, and density.
Ihe fundamental equations used to calculate the thermo-
dynamic charges which cccur across an obligue shock frcrt in
air have teen well knewn f cr decades. These equations are
exceptionally well described in Kinney and Graham [Eef. 5]
and fcrm the basis for the initial calculations fcr the
superscnic flow past a cone in air.
1 1
lie IU.CCa.ii6.LtdJ. teCUc.~-i.G4- uici 1 16SC.i_ll.te itc t£G I 1CCV"
ramie state ci air is the perfect. 3 as lav. In water 4 the
modified Taut eguaticu is the equation nest often used to
describe the tnermed y ramie state of the water. The modified
lait equation can be used tc describe eitner pure water or
sea water. The fori cf the modified lait equation used in
this thesis was taker from Hcit [fief- 6], whe has continued
to perform research ir underwater explosion phenomena. An
excellent discussion cf the modified Tait equation and how
it car he utilized is contained in fiowiinson [Eef. 7].
Alter tie thermodynamic properties cf the water (ci air
as the case may be) en the downstream side of the shock
front ha-se teen calculated, an iteration metnod, utilizing
an automated graphical censtruction first developed by
Eusemann,- [Eef. 8 J, is used tc progress frcm the shock frcnt
to the ccne surface. The equations needed for use ry this
iteraticr. method are iuiiy described, for air, by Shapiro
[Eef- 8], who desciibes their development and use. The
methods which apply tc the flow past a cone m air can, with
the necessary changes made tor the differences in the tner-
modynamics of the two fluids, be used to calculate the
conical supersonic flow in water. These calculations form
the basis for the nain part cf the FOETEAN program %r,ich
follows. It should be noted here that Shapiro also pcints
cut the pioneering wcrk of Taylor and 3accoil in the 1S3C's
and 1S40's on the methods cf solution of the flew over a
cone in air problem [Fef. 8 ].
E. GOEEAI EQUATIONS
Ir the development of the equations which follow, it is
assumed that these equations can be validly used tc calcu-
late the flow over the cone in either air oc water. Ihe
equations were primarily developed by Shapiro [Eef- 8^ for
flow in air-
.4 LX. e L C 5_CJ j.5Cii. ; IT. c CneriOGynamiC C>'.ali jci '« u I C ."i C C C'J i.
as a result of the sleek front, it is assumed that the fluid
properties kill remain constant on imaginary cones havir.g a
cemmer vertex. By this as sum ption, the flow past the ccne
can re calculated. The flew geometry is illustrated by
figure 2.1 ana figure 2.2, which snow a typical strearrime
and its image in the hedograph plane.
As discussed thcicughly by Shapiro £fief„ 8], there is a
disccr
t
inucus change in both direction and velocity acrcss
the chlicue shock frcnt. Pcints 1 and 2 (see figure 2. 1 and
figure 2.2) lie, therefore, en a common sheck pciar shich
originates at point 1. Between point 2 and the pcict 's',
wnich is en the cone surface only at infinite distance,
there is a regicn of conicai flow where the stream prcper-
ties vary cent inuouslj. The velocity vector to the point
's* ir tie hodograph plane defines what is called the ccne
semi-vertex angle with the centeriine axis. In the metheds
which fcllcw, the ccne seal-vertex angle is the variaile
which is ultimately determined. Further, as pointed cut by
Shapirc [fief. 8], since all streamlines in the flew experi-
ence the sane entropy jump acrcss the shock front, the flew
hetween tie shock iicnt and the cone surface is both isen-
tropic arc irrotatiorai.
lie second-crder differential equation which actually
cescrires the flow ef the fluid past the" cone in air is
fully cevelcped my Shapiro [fief. 8]. Shapiro notes that
there are tfco methods commonly used to solve this eguaticn.
Cne jiethcd, developed first by Taylor and Maccoll £Bef. 8],
performs a rumerical integraticn of the equation. The secend
methed, which integrates the equation using a graphical
construction method, was first developed by Busemann. Ihe
progran developed in this thesis utilizes Busemann's metned,
modified fcr performaice on a modern' high-speed computer, to
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2.3) . Crlv the priuarv ecuations wnich are used in
computer program are presented in this thesis. A cet
derivatj.cn the eguatiens can he found in
[Bet*. S], and need net be repeated here. The a omened
used in the equations developed in this cnapter is det
in laile I- In keeping with modern thought, the
(meter-xilcgram-secord) unit system has been used thrcu
this thesis except icr occasicnal lapses during the
calculations when pressures are referred tc in ur.it
kilcia is
.
rici the geometry of figure 2.3, it can be seer tha
i^cre
tne
a 1 i e a
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In the development ci tne actual second-eras: differentia,
eguaticn, 3hapirc [Refo 8] shcv»s that, due to the ccnditio.
cf irict aticnali ty , the following relation must re true:
dV
dCU



















Figure 2.5 Cone and Flow Geometry.
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Eut, tics Zen '2.1 and Egn 2.2, in can ne seen that:
dV _
—^ = V = -V sinU - S) U * 3)




dco " Vtan(co - 0)
Shapiio [Bef. 8] shok£ that the equation governing the flew
in th€ ccrical regior. is:
k - 1
dV
co 2 2 2
(
- )(2V + V cotco + 3-^)(V - V" - V )
2 r co dcu max co r
( z . / J
dV
rfv
r dco co -:—)V
dco co
. . . d6Eliminating -j— from iign 2-4 and sunstit uting the ex^res-
daj dV r dV,
,
sions fci V ,V # -j—- and —r; given by r,gns 2. 1 , 2.4 and
r co acu daj
2.5, intc Zgn 2.7 gives:
sin8




. 2, (2-5)2V sin i'i) - o)
(k - D(v 2 - v 2 )
max
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Eut, the energy equation asserts that:
c
2









sin 2 (cj - 9) {2m U >
2
c
where c is the local sjeed of sound in the fluid.
Equation 2.12 is the basis for the calculation ci the
supersonic flow ever the solid cone in either air cr water.
Ihe graphical integration method invented by Busemann is
adequately explained in Shapiro [Ref. 8] and need net be
repeated here. Essentially, the computer program given in
this work automates the Eusemann graphical integration
methec for calculating the cone semi-vertex angle.
C. ECOailCKS SPECIE1C TC A1E
Ihe equation of state for air is specified by the
perfect gas law (under the assumption, that is, that the air
tehaves as a perfect gas). This law is quite elegant and
simple and allows easy manipulation to obtain various guan-
tities. The form of the perfect gas law most often used in
the calculations of this thesis is;
p = pET (2- 13)
1S
L.. c c - c w a j. .
;riversai ^as corstait,





In eguaticn 2-14, M is the molecular weight ox the air.
Ir air, the charge in the thermodynamic properties of
the gas as it cresses the shock front are easily calculated,
as shewn ir Kinney ard Grahaa £Ref- 5]. Since most ziuii
dynanics textbooks illustrate the de velo r ment of the equa-
tions ihich follow, it is net necessary to derive them here.
5s merticned previously, Kinney and Graham [Eef. 5] prcvide
exceptionally lucid explanations and derivations. The prin-
ciple equations used to calculate the thermodynamic chances
which cccur across the shock front in air are as follows:
tan(S - 6)
f tanS









Eguaticn 2.15 is used to iteratively determine the deflec-
tion angle 9 . Ail ether quantities in this eguaticn are
known (i.e. 3 is the shock angle and M. is the ireestrean
Mach number, bcth cf which are input parameters to the













6 - (k - 1)
(2. 16)
Having determined 9 from eguaticn 2.15, eguaticn 2.16 is
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Shock Front
figure 2.4 Gecaetry cf the Oblique Shock Front,
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I. ECG13ICSS SPECIFIC 10 SATIE
II ccitxast to air, which has a relatively elegant a nd
simple state equation , the equation o z state for water is
rather acre co mp lica ted. The nest commonly used state ecua-
tion for water is known as the modified Tait equation, which
may re written as:
D
n
p = B(S)[(^) _ 1
P
(2. 21)
where £ {£) is a slowl} varying function of entropy alone, n
is at tr cximately a ccrstant equal to 7.15, and is the
value cf the density for zero pressure. The above equation
is from Eclt [Eef. 6], but, in different forms, it is also
described quite extensively ir. Cole [Eef. 2], Eicharescn,
et^ aJU, [Eef. 3] ard Eowiinscr [Eef. 7 J. As mentioned in
the Introduction to this work, the modified Tait equation is
the "tteical" equation of state for water. Cole [Eef. 2]
shows that the modified Tait equation is of the form
a , c v rr
v(T,Q)
,




or, in sinzier terms,
i = P (v,T) (2. 23)
Since the full modified Tait equation relates the three
ther icdy raaic quantities of p, and T, it is called the
"ther nod ^na nic" cr "thermal" equation of state.
zz
Similarly, in contrast tc air, the thermodynamic changes
shier cccur as a result of the sjiccx process in water ca.~r.ot
re easily delineated ty simple equations as in the air case,
However, a simplification can ce made in the water case
because, urlixe in tie air case, the pressure jump across
the shock in water is so very large. In air, pressure
changes acrcss the shccx iicct en the order cf 1 tc 2 oars
are considered large (at least for chemical explosions). In




the pressure jump acicss a shccx in water is en the crder cf
xilctars tc tens of iiiobars. Therefore, the calculations
can he simplified hy specif yirg the pressure on the dcwi-
'trean side of the shccx front. This is valid since the
upstream pressure is sc small in comparison to the upstrsam
2
dynajric pressure p 1 T? 1 /2 and in comparison to hcth the
1 1
downstream pressure aid dynamic pressure. The specification
cf the dcwEstreaa pressure is accomplished, in tne prcgram
cf this thesis, by allowing the user to input a "pressure
multiplicat ion factor (MfACl) " , which converts the pressure
upstream tc a pressure downstream at point 2 which is given
ty:
p = p 2 MIAC1 1 1000.0
2 1
(2.24)
The lactcr 1000.0 ir equation 2.24 converts tne right-hand
side cf the eguaticn from a pressure m cars to a pressure
in xilotars. As an example, if p , is 1 bar and MFACT is 5.0,
the pressure at point 2 downstream will he 5 xilobars.
It can he shown that the simplifying assumption made
above is entirely valid by considering the momentum eguaticn
for steady frictionless flow along a streamline. The
24














Kow r.cte that topical values for p, and V for the prctles
under ccrsi deration are as fellows:
Q
l
= 1000 kg/m and = 15 00 m/i
Therefore, V2 /2 = 1.12 x 1C 9 Pascals or about 11.1 kilo-
tars. Topical values for p
1
the upstream pressure are en
the crder cf 1 tc perhaps a few tens of bars. Thus, it can
re safely assumed that p car he ignored compared tc the
upstream dynamic pressure.
Having specified this pressure, the program ci this
thesis utilizes the subroutines developed by Fuhs £Eef. 4]
to calculate the density and velocity components at a point
just dewrstream cf the shock frcnt. Since the gecmetry of
the velocity flew across the shock front is the sane in
either air cr water (see figure 2.4), the velocity cempc-
rents determined in the first step can be used to "guip cacA
across" the shock frcrt to the upstream side where the free-
streaii tfach number a
1
can be determined
After determining the conditions on the downstream side
cf the shock front, the program iterates along tae stream-
lines tc determine the cone semi-vertex angle. This itera-
tion is performed using the Busemann graphical construction
as for tie air case. The majcr difference between the water
and air cases, after the initial shocked conditions have
teen determined, is that the local speed cf scurd en a
streaalire must be determined iteratively, for the water
case, t} using Fuhs' [fief« 4] subroutines tc determine the
density and pressure at each point. Knowing the pressure
25
and cersitv, the s:eed of scurd in the water can he calcu-
lated irca




hnich is derived frci the modified Tait equation usicc the




Ihese equations, ccilined with the equations developed in
secticE E cf this chanter, constitute all the eguaticns




C S£€€d 01 SCUld
k fiatio of specific heats (c /c J
p v
K Mach nunter
K Molecular weight of air
a
I Pressure
r Sacius in spherical cccrdinates




V Maximum velccity for adiabatic flow
max **
3 Angle the streamline lakes with the shock
plane (same as the acgle : j in air calculations




go Arcle ir spherical cccrdinates
A Universal gas constant
Signifies a cenditien upstream
ccfical shock or a shecx front
or
) Signifies a condition downstream of
2 ccrical shock or a sheck front
) Signifies cenditiors at cone surface
s
) Signifies a component in r-direction
r
) Signifies a component in co-direction
GO
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I II. DESCRIPTION CF USE COMPUTES PROGRAM
A. IhCGlAl LOGIC
5s discussed in Chapter 1, the computer program devel-
oped ici this thesis »as written in the FGETEAN programing
language. Structured programming practices have teen
followed throughout in that the program is divided into
blocks (cr iicduies) cf code, eacn of which is designed to
perform a single calculation sequence. Many 01 the icdules
have teen jiaced inline rather than being writter as sepa-
rate subroutines or functions. This was dene pnoaril} for
ease ci use and understanding. In addition, however, mest
modules were placed inline because tne parameter list
exchanged between the module and tne main program would have
been excessively long otherwise. Regardless of whether the
code is included inline or as a separate module, the ^rcgram
uas written in a manner which ensured that the "side-
effects" problem discussed bv MacLennan [Ref. 9] did net
occur. In addition, the use of FORTRAN'S CCHHOM construct
has been studiously avoided to prevent the aliasing frcbiem
discussed ty MacLennan [Ref o S ]. A module hierarchy chart,
which shews the ma;cr modules of tne program and tneir
interconnections, is given as figure 3.1.
The flew logic cf the main computer program is illus-
trated t} figures A. 1 through A. 7 of Appendix A. These flow-
charts shew that the initial ^art of the program (uc tc line
60) is used tc initialize certain key variables and to
gather input values from the program user. Note that, as
stated in the objectives for this program, all user injut is
verified tc ensure that the values entered fall within

























































withii lints, the subroutine CHKIN2 is i:vokcG and the
input values are passed as parameters. Ihe flew logic cf
subroutine CHKI2JP, which is self-explanatory, is included as
figures 3.8 through 3.10 of Appendix A.
After receiving and verifying the user's input, the
program begins the calculations required to determine the
cone seni- vertex ancle. Ercn line 60 to line 4GC, the
program calculates the initial thermodynamic properties of
the water cr air, as the case may be, and calculates the
changes which occur in the fluid properties as a result of
the passage of the shock front. As mentioned previously,
these calculatiors fcr the air case are ratner straightfor-
ward and, because of this simplicity, the computer cede fcr
the air calculation las been placed inline. For the water
case, the subroutines WSHOCK and EPV are needed to calculate
the required thermodynamic properties. Subroutine WSHCCK
calculates the ther icdynamic properties of the water at
point 1 upstream of the shock front and at point 2, just
across tie shock frcrt on the downstream or shocked side.
Appendix A, figures 3.12 and A. 13, contains the flowchart
which describes the logic of this subroutine. Subroutine EPV
was ccpied, with the author's permission, from Fuhs [Eef. 4]
and is fully describee in that work. However, the FCEIEAN
translation of EPV is included in the program listing
contained ir Appendix C.
having calculated the initial thermodynamic fluid condi-
tions en bcth sides cf the shock front, the prograa tegins
the iteration process required to determine the cone semi-
vertex angle. These calculations begin at line 400 cf the
computer program. This iteration process makes use cf the
Euseianr graphical integration technique discussed by
Shapiro £Eef. 8]. first, the radius of the Busemarn curve
for a pcint J is calculated using the velocity at that
point, the streamliDe angle at that point, and the value cf
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tne aiclt caega at that r oir.: (see figure 2.2). Next, tne
center or the circle for the Euseaann curve at the point J
is calculated using the velocity components at pcirt J
(which are designated and V) , the raiuo calculated in the
previous step, and the value cf the angle omega. Tnis circle
center provides the point frcu which the program "draws" tne
arc used tc calculate the next point on the Eusemanc curve.
Finally, the velocity and the Busemann velocity components,
at the next point, J*1, are calculated by "swinging an arc"
from the circle center calculated in the previous step. In
addition, the streamline angle at tne next point is
calculated.
lie program next tests tc see if the cone surface has
teen reached (line 475). Ihis test is conducted ry deter-
nininc if the arsolite value cf the difference between the
streaalire angle and the angle omega is less than a speci-
fied test value (which is set to 1 X 10 "^) . If this differ-
ence is less than the test value, the cone surface has been
reached. In this case, the program then calculates the ther-
nodynaric fluid conditions at the cone surface and the ccne
semi-vertex angle arc displays the final results cf the
program. If the difference between the streamline angle and
the angle omega is cieater than the test value, the ccne
surface has not beer reached. In this case, tne program
calculates the ther icaynaaic fluid properties at tne next
joint, J+1, then loops tack to line 400 to begin the
Euseaann graphical integration process for the new point. In
the case of a water run, the subroutine WAIVZL is irvoked
just pricr to looping back tc line 400. Ihis subroutine
calculates the thermodynamic properties of the water at any
given point. Appendi-i A, figures A. 14 and A. 15, gives a



























lie program in clucks a feature which allows the user to
lake repeated executiens of the program without the reguire-
ment cf "reloading" tie prograj tetween eacn execution. This
feature >as included iy soliciting a response frci the user
at lire 15C0 as tc whetner ne/she wishes to make anctier
executicr. ci the program. An affirmative response causes the
progran tc loop tack to statement 1 at the beginning cf the
Jnitiaiization section of the main program. A negative
response causes program termination.
Kcte that certair separately compiled functions included
kith this program have not teen flow char ted because their
logic is sc straightforward and because the subprocraas in
guesticn usually consist of crly one or two lines of execu-
table cede. The furctions fitting into this category are;
ETOE, ETCI, and EOSA1E.
E. USEE INSTRUCTIONS
As discussed in the objectives listed in chapter 1, cne
goal ci this thesis kas to ensure that the program presenter!
was easy tc use and naintain. Ease of use has been facili-
tated by including code which verifies that the input
provided by the user is within specified ranges. :or
example, in the -ater calculations, the pressure at pcint 2
can he nc .greater than 100-0 kilcbars. This is due tc the
fact that Euns' £Ref. 4] subroutines, which are usee to
calculate the t her medynamic properties of the water, are
based en the work of Eichardson, et. al^, [Eef. 3], which
enly gives results up to pressures of 100-0 kilchars.
Therefore, while the subroutines could compute the water
conditiens at pressures greater tnan 100.0 kiiobars, it is
uncertain whether the values so calculated would be entirely
correct. E cr this reascn, the range of the input values has
been restricted. Ease of use is furtner facilitated by
providing clear, meaningf ci cutout. Appendix 5 certains
sample citputs generated by the r rogram for the suuiaij and
complete print cpticrs of the program fcr both water ana
air .
Cne cf the irajci criticisms leveled ry computer scien-
tists against the FCrTRAN language is fcr its lack cf a
requirement for formally defining all variables usee within
a program. Similarly, FORTRAN has an implicit declaration
policy thereby any variable whose first letter is I, J, K,
1, E cr H is implicitly declared to be of type Integer. In
this prcgram, these two unfortunate characteristics of
FORTRAN are avoided ry requiring explicit declaration of all
program variables.
Ease of maintenarce and ease of understanding cf the
program have been achieved througn the use of a literally
commented prograa aid through the use of relatively mean-
ingful variable names. In this regard, the FCRTRAN language
is less than desirable since it limits variable names tc six
characters. Appendix C contains a fully documented listing
cf the computer program and all subroutines or functions
used by the main program (ether than standard library .func-
tions such as sir) . lables VI, VII, VIII and IX, located in
Appendix A, contain lists cf all variable names used in the
main procrai, their meaning, and their MKS (met er-kile gram-
second) units, if appropriate. Tanle X contains a simian
variable list for the subroutine KSHOCK and Table XI
contains a variable list fcr the subroutine WATVZ1. Ihese
two tables are also lecated in Appendix A.
Finally, this prcgram was developed using the FORTRAN IV
language supplied by the IFM Corporation as part cf their
IBM 21C/2Q22AB computer system which is the main computer
systen available at the Naval Postgraduate School. As far as
is knewr, no impleuentat icn specific features have teen
included in this prcgram. Therefore, the program should
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as a F OB IE A N coi^ilerexecute en any systei wnich
to execute the p r o
.,
r a n on the IBM 370 cc
able at tie Naval Postgraduate School,
must re accomplished ii the cider given:
1L CICc
-uten systei avail
the folic wire stei
(1) Ihe program muse te compiled using the ccnanc:
FCRTh'i CCNEFIOW
This ccflnard invokes the "OSTEIN H Extended compiler/ v»hich
is an optimizing, ticducticn run compiler supplied as ^art
ci the ISM ccmputei system- The program could aisc re
compiled using another FCETEAN compiler such as the FOEIEGI
compiler. Note tnat the abeve assumes the program sullied
by this thesis has teen entered into a file which has the
filename CCKEFIOK and which is cf fiietype FOB2EAN. Ncte
further that this step need only be performed one time
provided errors do net occur.
(2) Next, the libraries of standard subroutines ani
functions supplied by the cemjuter center must te attached
to the file. This is accomplished by issuing the fcllcwing
command :
G103AI TXTLII FCEIMOD2 J1CD2ZEH
Note that this step need enly be performed once jrcviced
abncmal terminations do not occur.
(3) In the FOE1FAN language, a formatted incut/cuttut
{I/O) statement reg tires the definition cf an I/C device.
for exanrle, at most installations, by default, I/C device 5
is used for input ard I/O device 6 is used for output. To
utili2e the program ci this thesis properly, the fcllcwing
commands must be issued to define the I/O devices to be
used :
EI LEI II Do Z^.5? CCNZFIGfc CUIPUI
I1IEIIJ 07 TZH* (FSBA)
As a result 01 the above cc asanas, ,11 output from
program \111 be written into a file on the user's disk earned
CONZflCVi with a filetype cf OUTPUT. It is not strictly
necessary tc issue tie FX1EEEF 06 command shown arcvs,, cut,
if net, all output viill be written at the terminal and will
not be available foi printing. The second file deiir.ition
command (IIIEDEF 07) is absolutely ^eSJ^i^sl^ or the prcgran
sill ret operate. This file definition tells the computer
that J/G unit 07 is the computer terminal. In the program
cf this thesis, all input from the user is requested fica
I/O unit C7. Therefore, if unit 07 is not defined, the
program cannot receive any input.
(4) finally, the program can be executed by issuing
the command :
ICAE COKEIIQE (START
fchen program execution is completed, a cryptic message cf
the fcrm E; T=C.01/C01 16:45:00 will be displayed at the
terminal. This is simply a message from the computer's oper-
ating systen indicating that the task just reguested nas
teen completed. The user can now utilize the system's oper-
ating cemmards to review the output from the execution of
the picgiam .
If the user desires to execute the program again, return
to step (3) of the atove procedure. If the output from the
previous execution is no longer needed, the same FIIEEIF 06
command can be issued. However, if the previous execution's
output is reeded, the fil ety pe of the FILEGEF 06 command
should he changed (e.g. change OUTPUT in the anove command
to CCTf Z12) .
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A.
l v - PRCGfiAJ CAICDIAIION RrSUllS
IBCGBA& RESULTS ICE THZ CAICULATION OF CCNICAI PICS IN
JIB
lie picgram accurately calculates the flow over a ccr.e
in air. Numerous picgram executions were made for the air
case at various upstream Mach cumbers and for various shock
angles. Ihe results cbtained from txiese program executions
are summarized in Tables II and III- Ine numbers produced by
the picgram were compared for the variables shown in the
tables tc the tables given in Kinney and Graham [fief. 5],
against the graphs civen by Shapiro [fief. 8], atd tc the
tables picduced by Kcpal [fief. 10]. Ihe values given in
these scurces are included in Tables II and III, where
appropriate, along with the calculated results. As can be
seen from these two tables, the calculations made by tie
program give ^uite accurate results (less than a 13 errcr in
most cases). Certaiily, the program is much more accurate
than cue's ability tc read the graphs presented in Shapiro
[fief. 8].
Eased en these cenparisens, it is believed that the part
cf the program which calculates supersonic xlow over a ccne
in air is accurate. Ihe importance of this fact is tnat, by
feeling confident that the procedure followed for the air
case is valid a cd that this procedure has been correctly
implemented in the programming language, it is safe to
assume that the Eusemann calculation procedure utilized for
the air case can be accurately applied to the water case
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E. EECGPAH EESUIIS ICE THZ CALCULATION CF CONICAL rlCS IN
E11EE
As mentioned in the rrevicus section, the calculaticr.
procedure i.as verified for th€ air case by comparison with
known results. This comparison showed the metnod usee ir. the
calculations was correct. The next step taken was to deter-
mine if the subroutines used to calculate the t ner rrcdy r.a uic
properties of the water gave results comparable to these of
Eichardscn, et. al, [Eef. 3], and Funs [Eef. 4].
Calculaticns were performed which gave results which could
he ccapared to Table 21 of Fuhs [Eef. 4J. Table IV preser.ts
a ccnpariscr between the numeric results calculated by the
program and those given b} Puns. As can be seen, these
results are, within reasonable error, remarkably similar.
This is net unexpected since the subroutines used by the
nain piocram to calculate these variarles are essentially
direct language translations of Tubs' programs. Therefore,
the results should be similar.
Eavirg verified that the procedure utilized in the
calculation of the cone semi-vertex angle was correct
(through the air results) and having verified that the
program correctly calculated the thermodynamic properties of
the water at aa) point, it was believed that the jic^ram
could be executed fox the water case, for various initial
conditions, with certainty that the results so calculated
would be accurate. however, a guestion arose as to whether
the calculations performed in the water case were indepen-
dent of the upstream thermodyna nic properties of the water.
In air, the only guantities needed to calculate the cone
semi-vertex angle are the upstream Mach number (M,) and the
shock angle ( a J (e.g. see figure 17.7(a) of Shapiro
[Eef. 8] ) . Thus, for air, the calculation of the cone
semi-vertex angle is independent of the upstream temperature
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which describe the cone flew under ail ' coiditicr.s as is
£no»L ty Shapiro [fief- 8 J. Whether universal results icr
the water case could te obtained was not sc clear; this
point is new discussed.
liepirarn and ficsti<o (fief. 11] discuss the general ther-
nodynairics of fluids and introduce the concept cf a
"thernal" ecuaticn cf state. In general, the thermal equa-
tion cf state fox any fluid is given by;
f (f /P,1) = (4.1)
lor a perfect gas, the thermal equation of state is given
ty:
pv = El (a. 2)
where £ = A /M . Another equation which relates tne themccv-
ramie variatles e, v , and 1 is the "caloric" eguaticn c:
state, which, in a general forir, is given ty;
f (€,V,1) = (4-3)
A caicrically perfect gas is defined by;
e = c 1
V (4.4)
cr ty
h = c 1
P
(4.5)
where e is internal energy and h is enthalpy. Thus, the heat
capacity (e
perfect cas
ither c or c ) is a constant for a caicrically
v p ' J
liepaaiir. and P.cshxo [Rez. 11] demonstrate that the
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Introducing eguaticn 4.2 Irtc eguation 4.6 results ir the
right-hard side of eguaticn 4.6 becoming equal tc zero.
Thus, for a thermally perfect gas, the enthalpy is indepen-
dent cf the pressure, and, hence, enthalpy is a function
cnly cf terperat ure. Therefore, a necessary conditicr for
eguaticn 4.5 to he valid is to nave a thermally perfect gas.
Icr water, Richardson, et. ai. , £Bef. 3], demcnstrate
that the heat capacities are functions of the temperature cf
the water. Thus, ecuations 4.4 and 4-5 are not valid for
water, and water is ret a caloricaiiy perfect fluid.
If a fluid is fceth thermally and caloricaiiy perfect,
the ecrditiens acrcss a norcal shecx front depend only or k
= c
p
/c v and on the freestream Mach numter. Conversely, if
the fluid is not themally and caloricaiiy perfect, addi-
tional variables must be specified in order to deiire the
shock ccrditions. Extending the argument, one can state that
the superscric flow cf a theriraliy and caloricaiiy perfect
fluid over a cone is a function only of the heat capacity
ratic, k; the freestream Each number, M, ; and the a'r.cck
front angle, a* As a result, a single graph is sufficiert to
represent all flews ever the cone. This is the conditicr for
a perfect gas.
Ir ccntrast, when the fluid is not thermally aid calori-
caiiy perfect, the sclution fcr supersonic conical flew is
dependent upon variables ether than k, M, , and ~ .
Conse cuer tly , a universal graph- of the shock angle versus
the freestream Mach renter, with the cone angle as an entry
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parameter, does not exist. Since water is net a tiernally
and calcrically perfect fluid, it is not possirie tc plot
universal graphs of the variables of interest.
1 c gain insignt into the sensitivity of the supersonic
conical flew in water to the upstream conditions, a study
was conducted in which calculations were performed tc deter-
mine whether the cone semi- vertex angle is relatively inde-
pendent cf the upstream temperature or whether varicus
program executions are required to saow the variation of
cone seiii-vertex angle with water temperature.
Ihe det erminatior discussed above was made fy holding
the upstream pressure, the shock angle, and the upstream
Mach numrer constant. Then the upstream temperature -as
varied tc determine the variation in the cone semi-vertex
angle. In crder to held H^ constant, the pressure multipli-
cation factor, described in Chapter II. D, was varied until
the Kach number upstream for the new temperature matched
(within reasonable accuracy) the upstream Mach runner for
the original temperature. Note that "reasonable accuracy"
for matching of the upstream Mach numbers meant matching the
numhers tc the fourth decimal place. Iatle V provides the
results frcn these calculations. As can he seen from this
table, the cone semi-vertex angles calculated fen the
varicus temperatures are all cf approximately the same value
(within 15*). The pressure dewnstream of the sheck wave
varies hj 15% as can he seen ic lable V. While chene is small
variaticr hetween the values for the cone semi-ventex
angles, it must he remembered that, for prac tica l purfeses,
these variations are very snail and can be safely ignored in
examining the flow even a cone in water. Thus, it was
concluded that the calculation cf the cone semi-vertex angle
in water car be conducted independently of the water temper-
ature (at least for the accuracy reguired for the calcula-
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This conclusion is tree provided trie upstream Mach renter is
held constant by varying the pressure behind the shcci* frcnt
through the mechanisn of the pressure multiplication factor.
Having determined that the calculations car he conducted
independently of the temperature, plots of the variatles of
interest ir water litre made in a manner similar tc the
graphs fcr air shown in Shapiro [fief. 8J.
finally, having determined that the calculations could
he trace independently of the upstream temperature ard that
these calculations kculd be accurate (within 1% fcr ccne
angle and 12SS for pressure} , it was decided to plct various
parameters cf irterest for the flow over a cone in ^atcr.
These graphs are presented as fellows:
( 1) figure 4.1 is a plot cf the freestream Mach Nunrer
versus the shock angle with the cone semi-vertex
angle as an entry parameter. This graph is the
water analog to Figure 17.7. (a) of Shapiro [Eef- £].
(2) Figure 4.2 is a plot cf the freestream Mach runrer
versus the Mach numrer at the cone surface with the
ccne semi-vertex angle as an entry parameter. This
crarh is the water analog to Figure 17.7. (c) of
Shapiro [fief, 8jo
[2] Finally, Figure 4.3 is a plot of the freestream Mach
runirer versus the drag coefficient (c ) with the
ccne semi-vertex angle as an entry parameter. This
graph is the water analog to Figure 17.7. (f) of
£hariro [fief- 8].
It shculd be noted here that the graphs developed and
presented in this thesis were obtained through repeated
executions cf the COKFF10W program, wnich generated approxi-
mately 3600 data points per graph. These data points were
pre-processed
_ tc remove entries with a Mach numter of
46
greater t^ar 5.0 (a convenience for ease cf presentation
cnly) . The pre-prccessed data points were passed tc an
interrelation and smoothing program developed ry Frarke
[Bex. 12* which used a quadratic Shepard's method tc succth
the data points generated. Alter smoothing, the data ws
post-pxccessed to remove erroneous interpolation feints
which were generated because the original data was irreg-
ular. Finally, the processed data was passed to a FCETBAN
program developed by the author of this thesis which
utilized the Contouring feature of the DISSPLA graphing
routines of the ISSCC company. The results of this extensive
processing are the graphs presented in this thesis. Because
cf the irregularity of the original data (which causes
difficulties in the quadratic Shepard's interrelation
method), and because of the smoothing reguired ty the
contouring routines cf DISSrlA, tne graphs presentee are
somewhat rough and shculd, therefore, only be used for "rack
cf the envelope" calculations. Accurate results are
provided ty the CONFFLOW program which should be utilized
for mere precise worL
Finally, one of the primary reasons for translating the
original Easic trograms into a higher-order language {in
additicr tc the desire to make the programs more accessible)
was tc steed the execution cf the program. In this regard,
tne wcrk or this thesis has nore than accomplished this
result. It must be mentioned here that the prcgraa will
execute extremely fast, considering all the iterations
needed, pnevided the computen system in use is net heavily
in use at the tine. For example, at the Naval Postgraduate
School, when the computer system is relatively free, the
program operates so cuickly that one executioc reguires less
than 5 seconds (from the tine cf the last user input tc the
time cf the reguest ty the program for an indication of
whether another execution is desired). Conversely, when the
47
computer system as being utilized at near its capacity, the
same response tue car increase u: to about 2 to 3 aicutes.
liiis result, however, is symptomatic oz any computer system
being utilized at near capacity and is not a result ci a
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As discussed ii the Introduction, this thesis had
certair gcals which it was desired to achieve. It is
believed that these coals have ail been successfully met.
The prcgran of this thesis has teen successfully trarslated
from Easic into F0R1-BAN as desired. In the translation of
the original program, modern structured prcgr amirirg prac-
tices have been followed tc the greatest extent possible.
finally, the program presented is quite "user-friendly" and
is very weld-documented.
As was demonstrated in the results chapter, this program
calculates correct results for each cf the air or kater
cases. It is mentioned here that, as pointed out freguently
ty computer scientists, it is virtually impossible tc test a
progran for all possible cases- Therefore, no program is
entirely error-free. It is believed that the progran ci this
thesis is as free of errors as is possible without exhaus-
tive, tine- consuming and extremely expensive testing.
As a result of having met the three goals mentioned in
the first paragraph, it is teiieved that the program ci this
thesis will provide an excellent working tcci for
researchers in the field oz shaped-charge jet penetration in
water. 3he fact that the program is well-documented will
make any modifications or extensions to the program, should
that re required or desired, easy to perform. Further, since
the prcgran is easy to use, only a cursory knowledge of
computers is needed in order to utilize the progran. Ihese
features are reguirements for any computer program v.hich is
to be used ty scientists as_a_to_ol. Too often, computers and
their programs require that the people who simply desire to
use their capabilities must learn a great deal cf detail
52
arou t tie com pater jrce: tc uia 2 til c LwUJ. . t £15
program, ai understanding cf FORTRAN is net required in
crdei tc utilize the rrogra cr its design. Unfortunately,
due tc the operating system cf the 133 370 coaputer svstei,
the sane cannot he said about the steps required in cider to
actually use the program. Seme familiarity with the computer
systeir in use at the users location will he a necessity in
crder tc operate the prcgran ccirectiy.
finally, as mentioned in the Introduction tc this
thesis, the program %ill provide an excellent test case and
ccmraiiscn nodel for a computer program which medeis the
actual flew of the metal jet from an explosive shaped-charge
fired through the water. The actual situation is a tlunt-
nosed, rather than a shar p-p cinted conical, flew prctlem
which is luch more difficult tc solve. Therefore, a knewn
soluticn and methodology of solution for the easier prctlea
is a necessary first step to the solution of the larger
profclen. It is relieved that the program of this thesis will
serve as this necessaiy first step. Further, it is ielieved
that, when the eguatiens solving the actual flow prohlea: are
develcped in their final form, the program of this thesis,
due tc its ease cf icdif ica ticn, will serve as the crcgraa-




This appendix certains the logic flowcharts of the main
jrogian and its subroutines {i.e. those which have ret teen
descriied elsewhere cr which are not part of standard
computer center libraries) . The language is kept rather
general so the overall logic of the program can te demon-
strated. If tie reader desires to know how a particular
logic seguer.ee is implemented, he need only refer directly
to tie prcgram segment which the logical flowchart is
descrifirg. The flowcharts included in this appendix are
listed relcw:
{ 1) Ihe Main Procram Flowchart consists of Figures 15.1
through A. 7
.




(2) Surroutire DIFANG consists of Figure A. 11.
(il) Subroutine T^£HCCK consists of Figures A. 12 and A. 13.
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This appendix presents copies ox the output from vaucu;
runs ci tie computer progiac listed in Appendix C. Ihe
varices sa&ples illustrate tie output from the feiiewmg
cp tiers :
(1) A Ccirplete Print of a Water .Run
(2) A Summary Print of a Water Bun
(2) A Ccirplete Print of an Sir Run, and
(4) A Summary Print of an Air Run
(Note: in crder to reduce the volume of the tnesis, crlv a
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Ibis appendix certains a complete listing on the full}'
cocunerted Eain program named CCNZPLOW and all of its tur.c-
tions ard suhr cutires. The functions and suhrcutires
included in this apperdix are as follows:
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